ITEM 203.5572 - EAGRT PLATFORM
ALTERNATE, TL 2 - 25'

1. The TL 2 - 25' system is a 25' energy absorbing guardrail terminal (EAGRT) unit only to be used when site conditions restrict the use of a standard TL 2 system.
2. When possible, provide 10' minimum clearance between roadway centerline and face of standard beam guardrail.
3. The preferred grading layout should be used on all new construction, as well as when upgrading existing terminals when practical.
4. In certain cases, "standard beam guardrail" may be a proprietary item such as Nu-Guard. See plans for standard beam guardrail type.
5. TL 2 - 25' EAGRTs shall only be used in areas with design speeds of 45 MPH and under.

NOTES